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Balanced submodular flows generalize balanced flows as introduced by Minoux (1976) in the 
discussion of reliability and security problems. We develop a dual method for optimization in 
totally ordered sets which yields a genuinely polynomial method for solving maximum balanced 
flow problems. For solving maximum balanced submodular flow problems the same approach 
leads to a method of genuinely polynomial complexity modulo the complexity of submodular 
function minimization. 
1. Introduction 
Balanced network flows were introduced in Minoux [10]. A network flow in a 
classical source-to-sink model is called balanced if for all arcs e the flow value x(e) 
does not exceed a given proportion of the total flow from source to sink. Security 
and reliability requirements may be modelled by that approach. Minoux [10] men- 
tions the following application. In a telephone network the number of possible lines 
between two cities will be reduced when a connection breaks down. As practical ex- 
perience shows simultaneous breakdown of several connections is negligible. A 
minimum reliability level can be described by a proportionality factor a, 0_< a< 1, 
where a defines the maximum proportion of the number of active lines which fail 
due to a breakdown. In order to assure the reliability level a one has to know 
(1.1) how to construct a balanced flow for given total flow value, 
(1.2) the maximum total flow value of a balanced flow. 
In fact, (1.1) is an obvious special case of (1.2). Minoux [10] proposes a quasipoly- 
nomial method for solving (1.2). In Section 2, a basic dual approach is developed 
in totally ordered sets. That rather general formulation stresses the essential assump- 
tions under which the described dual method will apply. 
In Section 3, the balanced flow problem is shown to be equivalent o a certain 
parametric problem which can be solved by a special version of the general dual 
method. For a suitable modification of that algorithm we derive genuinely poly- 
nomial complexity bounds. 
In Section 4, we consider the more general balanced submodular flow problem. 
Applicability of the dual method is proved along the same lines as for the balanced 
flow problem. A suitable modification of the resulting algorithm is of genuinely 
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polynomial complexity modulo the complexity of minimizing submodular (set) 
functions. 
2. A dual method 
In this section, we develop a duality concept which modifies an approach to 
sharing problems in Zimmermann [15,16]. The modification is motivated by the 
balanced (submodular) flow problem discussed in Section 3 and 4. Nevertheless, the 
resulting dual method is expected to be applicable to other optimization problems 
of similar type. Therefore, we derive the approach in rather general terms, i.e., for 
optimization problems on arbitrary totally ordered sets. For some background on 
such optimization problems, we refer to Zimmermann [12]. In this way the under- 
lying principle becomes very clear and the necessary assumptions are stressed. We 
admit variables xj, j = 1 . . . . .  n and z in arbitrary totally ordered sets Mj, j = l . . . . .  n 
and N. Here, z represents the objective function and is minimized on PC.Q:= 
M~ x M 2 x. . .  x M,, x N, i.e., we consider the (primal) optimization problem 
z. := inf{z ] (x, z) e P}. (2.1) 
The above mentioned approach for sharing problems was based on the characteriza- 
tion of level sets. In view of the balanced (submodular) flow problem (cf. Sections 
3/4) that approach fails. Here, we use characterizations of the ceiling of a level set. 
Let L C. Q. Then 
L[z l :={xI (x ,z)~L},  fo rz~N.  
For some index set I, a family P~, a • I, with Pc_ P. C. Q is assumed to charac- 
terize feasibility of P[zl, z eN,  in the following manner: 
2.1. Assumption. If P~[Z]-7:0 for all a e I, then P[zl *¢J. 
The family Pa, aeI ,  provides useful relaxations of (2.1), i.e. 
z(a) := inf{z [ (x, z) e PQ }. (2.2) 
The dual method consists mainly in solving a sequence of such relaxations. There- 
fore, the constraints defining P,, have to be simpler than the original ones defining 
P. In particular, z(a) is assumed to be a well defined element of NU{+_o~}. Let 
Z. :={z I (x ,z )ePa},  fo rae I .  
Then, for all a e I, we make the following assumptions. 
2.2. Assumption. If Z,, is nonempty and bounded from below, then z(a)eN.  
In concrete applications, the technical Assumption 2.2 is usually fulfilled. 
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Assumption 2.1 is much more stringent. Nevertheless, uch characterizing families 
are well known for many types of constraints occuring in optimization, e.g., for 
linear, combinatorial and convex constraints (c.f. Zimmermann [15,16]). 
The dual of (2.1) is 
:= sup{z(a) l a e 11. (2.3) 
Here we assume that g is a well defined element of NU {_+oo}, too. If  I is finite, 
this technical assumption is already implied by Assumption 2.2. 
Clearly g-<z.,  but equality may fail. The main reason seems to be some missing 
convexity property. A subset S of a totally ordered set T is called convex if 
a, BeS ,  a<y<f l  = yeS,  for all yeT .  
2.3. Assumption. Z a is convex for all a c I. 
Assumption 2.3 is quite strong and excludes the direct application of the dual 
method to many problems in the presence of integrality constraints (cf. Section 3). 
The assumptions made lead to the validity of the following strong duality results. 
2.4. Duality Theorem. (1) P=0 i f f  N {P,~ [ae l}  =0. 
(2) Z := {Z] (x .z )eP} : (7 {Z. [a~/}. 
(3) I f  P-~O. then sup{z(a) lae I  } =inf{z l (x .z )eP}.  
(4) I f  P.#O and if z(a) is attained by some xeP . fo r  all ae I with z(a)eN, then 
z,  is attained by some x e P. 
Proof. (1) As Pc  Pa for all aeI ,  emptiness of the intersection implies P=0.  If the 
intersection is nonempty, then Assumption 2.1 shows P:~0. 
(2) As Zc Z a for all aeI ,  Z is a subset of the intersection. If z is an element of 
the intersection, then Assumption 2.1 shows that z is an element of Z. 
(3) Z is nonempty. If Z is not bounded below, then z .=g=-oo .  Otherwise, let 
_zeN with z<z  for all zeZ,  and let FeZ.  By (2), ~, e Z,, for all ae l ,  and z_¢Z b for 
some be I .  By convexity of Z b, _z_<z(b)_<L Thus, geN.  Let aeI .  By convexity of 
Zo, z(a)<g<_~ implies z'eZ~ for all z' with g<z '<L  By (2), z 'eZ  for all g<z '<L  
If  g has no immediate successor in N, i.e., if for all z 'eN with z '>g there exists 
z" e N with z '>  z"> g, then g = inf Z = z. .  Otherwise let z' denote the immediate suc- 
cessor of g. Then z' e Z. Suppose ~ ~ Z. Then g ¢ Z c for some c e I implying z' = z(c). 
Thus g<z(c)  contrary to the definition of £. Therefore, .f.e Z showing g= z. .  
(4) Let aeI .  Then z(a)eZ~. Let FeZ.  Then z(a)<-g<L Therefore geZo.  As 
ae I  was chosen arbitrarily, (2) yields geZ.  Thus, z .=gez .  
We remark that our above assumptions imply that z ,  is a well defined element 
of NU {+oo}. For practical applications we may ensure the existence of optimal 
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solutions if the assumptions in part (4) of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. A sufficient 
condition covering Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 can be stated in the following way: 
2.5. Sufficient Condition. Z o is a closed interval for all a e I 
where a subset I of NU {+__oo} is called a closed interval if 
l=[a,b]:={zla<__z<_b} for somea,  beNU{+_oo}. 
The above duality theorem shows how feasibility of P is characterized by the 
family ,°0, a e I, and leads to the following dual method. 
2.6. Dual Method. 
1. Find an initial lower bound z>-oo .  
2. If P[_z] ~0 stop [P[_zl is the set of all minimal. 
Find a ~ I with Pu [_z] = 0. 
3. If Pa=0 stop [P=01; 
if z(a)<_z stop [P=0];  
_z := z(a) and go to 2. 
Step 1 checks unboundedness of P. Nevertheless, failure in Step 1 may be due to 
P=0.  I f / i s  finite, then £=-oo  implies P#:0. Therefore, i f / i s  finite, £=-oo  shows 
unboundedness of P. In Step 3 two criteria check emptiness of P. I f  P ,=0,  then 
P=0 since Pa~_ P. If z(a)<_z, then convexity of Z a yields 
z'<~<z 
for all z 'e  Za and for all z e Z. Now Z~ _~ Z implies Z = 0. 
In Steps 2 and 3 the dual method generates a sequence of nondecreasing lower 
bounds _z of z, .  If some additional rule prevents cyclic choice of relaxations or if 
z(a) is attained for all a e I [implying strictly increasing bounds] then the method ter- 
minates after a finite number of iterations provided that I is finite. 
3. Balanced flows 
Balanced flows are originally discussed by Minoux [10]. Minoux considers real- 
valued flows in a single-source single-sink network. In view of the general balanced 
submodular flow problem treated in the next section we admit module-valued flows 
and formulate the problem as a circulation model. 
Let G = (V,E) denote a digraph with vertex set V and arc set E. For S c__ V let 
g := V\S  and let 6(S):={ijeEli~S, jeS}.  Let (M,+,_<) be a totally ordered 
module over some totally ordered ring R. For the algebraic background we refer in- 
terested readers to Blyth [1] or to Zimmermann [12]. 
All arcs have lower and upper capacities, i.e., I<_ u:E--,M. For x:E---,M and 
A C_E let x(A):= ~e~AX(e). 
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A flow in G is a function x :E~M satisfying all capacity constraints, i.e., 
I<_x<_u, and all flow conservation constraints, i.e. 
x(d(o))-x(d(o))=O (o~ V). (3.1) 
An equivalent formulation of  (3.1) is 
Ox(S) <_ 0 (S c_ V) (3.2) 
where Ox(S) : = x(fi(S)) - x(~(S)). 
Let atE  denote a fixed arc in G and let ~:E-*R+, f l :E-~M. Then a flow is 
called balanced if it satisfies 
x(e)<_a(e), x(a) + fl(e) (e:ga). 
Balancing a flow means that flow values do not exceed a basic amount fl(e) plus 
some proport ion a(e) of  the flow value x(a) on the specific arc. For real-valued 
flows and l -0 ,  Minoux [10] gives a pseudopolynomial method for solving the max- 
imum balanced flow problem 
z.  := max{x(a)]x balanced flow}. (3.3) 
In order to apply the Dual Method 2.6, we reformulate that problem. We introduce 
a parameter z ~ M, l(a)<_ z <_ u(a), and the set P[z] of  all flows satisfying the capacity 
constraints 
I(e,z)<_x(e)<_u(e,z) (eeE)  
where l(e, z) := l(e), e ~ a, and I(a, z) := z and where u(e, z) := min(u(e), a(e) . z + fl(e)), 
e~a,  and u(a,z):=u(a). Then 
x := U {Ptzl [/(a)~z} 
contains the set F of  all balanced flows as xeF  is an element of  P[x(a)]. On the 
other hand, xeP[z] implies 
x(e)<-u(e,z)<_a(e).z+B(e)<_a(e).x(a)+#(e) ( :#a), 
i.e., x is balanced. Thus, we proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. (1) X=F, 
(2) z ,  = max{z[P[z] --/: O, I(a) <_ z}. 
We observe that, feasibility of  P[z] is characterized by Hof fmann 's  existence 
criterion, i.e., P[z] :#0 iff 
I(~(S), z) <- u(~(S), z) (S c_ V). (3.4) 
For S_c V, let 
PsIzl := {x] 0x(S)_< 0; l(e,z)<_x(e)<_u(e,z), eeE}.  
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We remark that, for fixed So__ V, the inequality in (3.4) is satisfied iff Ps[z] SO. 
Therefore, Assumption 2.1 holds with 
P : = { (x, z) [ x • P[Z], l(a) <_ z} 
and with the family 
Ps:={(x,z)[x•Ps[z], l (a)<_z} (So V). 
To show convexity of 
zs :-- {ziPs tz] 0, l(a)_< z}. 
it suffices to prove convexity of 
rs := {zl l(6(g),z)<_u(6(S),z)}. 
Lemma 3.2. (1) T s is convex for  all Sc_ V. 
(2) If sup{zl yz<-d} eND {___oo} for all ?•R ,  deM,  then inf Ts and sup T s are 
well defined elements of  MU { +_oo}. 
(3) If {zlyz<-d} has a maximum in MU{+_oo} for  all y•R ,  d•M,  then T s is a 
closed interval for all S c_ V. 
Proof.  (1)-(3) are trivially satisfied if ITsl~2 Let ITsl>2 
(1) We observe that g:M-*M defined by 
g(z) := I(~(~), z) - u(d(S), z) (3.5) 
is a piecewise linear function, i.e. 
g(z)=avz+c~ for a l l z• Iv  
where I v , v= 1,2,. . . ,k is some sequence of convex sets partitioning M with 
I1 < 12< "'" < lk (elementwise comparison). Further, 
Ol~a2<'"<Ok,  
g is nonincreasing on [..J {I v ]try-<0}, and g is nondecreasing on [..J {I v Itrv>__0}. 
Now, Ts={z[g(z)<-O}. Let z_,~•T s with _z<Z' and let z '•M with _z<z'<L 
Clearly g(_z) -< 0. 
Suppose g(z') > 0. Then, av > 0 for some v with z' • Iv which implies g(:~) > 0 con- 
trary to ~• T s. Thus, T s is convex. 
(2) At first we show sup T s • MU { _+ oo }. Let v be maximal with Iv fq Ts--/: O. Now 
z'::-sup{zlavz<--cv} 
is a well defined element of MLl{+__oo}. Obviously, z '=supT s. Secondly, 
inf{zlyz<_d} for yeR,  d•M is well defined, too, since 
inf{zl yz<_d} =-sup{z[  (-y)z_<d}. 
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Therefore, inf Ts is also well defined. 
(3) Follows from (2) using the strengthened assumption. 5 
As Z s = TsN [/(a), u(a)], Lemma 3.2 shows that the Dual Method 2.6 can be ap- 
plied to solve the maximum balanced flow problem. The existence of the suprema 
for part (2) of the lemma is necessary to guarantee the existence of an optimal value, 
the existence of the maxima for part (3) is necessary to guarantee the existence of 
a maximum balanced flow. These conditions are not satisfied in totally ordered 
modules, in general. For a counterexample, one may consider the module l + Q. ~2 
over 7/. (7/+ ©. v~ := {z + q. x/2[ z ~ 7/, q ~ Q}). Clearly, if M is conditionally com- 
plete, then these suprema exist. Particular examples are 7/ or I1~. If R is a totally 
ordered field, then M is a totally ordered vector space and these maxima exist. A 
particular example is (© n, +, <) over Q where _< denotes the lexicographical order- 
ing of vectors. 
In the following, we consider the Dual Method 2.6 for maximum balanced flows 
in more detail. Here we assume that all conditions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied. As 
we are maximizing, in Step 1 we choose some initial upper bound ~<+oo, e.g., 
= u(a) if u(a) is finite. Feasibility of P[~] is checked by any of the well known ge- 
nuinely polynomial procedures in network flow theory which either return xe  P[~] 
or S c V with Ps[z] = 0. In the first case, a maximum balanced flow is determined. 
In the second case, we consider the piecewise linear function g(z) (cf. (3.5)). Due 
to our assumptions, all intervals I~, v = 1 .. . . .  k, are dosed intervals. Since k_< Id~(S)l, 
we may devise a genuinely polynomial method for the calculation of z(S) provided 
that 
max{z[ yz<-d} (y~R, d~M)  (3.4) 
can be determined with a genuinely polynomial method. For example, in the module 
(Q",+,_<) over Q that maximum is found by n divisions. If z(S)>g or Zs=0,  
P=0.  Otherwise, we replace ~:=z(S) and start the next iteration of the dual 
method. Clearly, under the made assumptions, each iteration is of genuinely poly- 
nomial complexity. Obviously, feasibility can be tested by a max-flow-procedure in 
O([ V[ 3) and a rough bound on the calculation of z(S) is O(rlE I log IE!) where O(r) 
is the complexity bound for solving (3.4). For example, in the module (Q, +, _<) over 
Q, each iteration is of complexity O( I VI a) provided IEI =O(I VI2). However, the 
number of iterations is only known to be finite. 
In order to derive a genuinely polynomial variant of the dual method one may 
use a 'parametric' approach as described for sharing problems in Zimmermann [15] 
using ideas of Megiddo [9]. That approach is expected to be computationally in- 
ferior but is described in order to provide a genuinely polynomial method. At first, 
we consider the 'parametric' terms 
min(u(e), a(e). z + ~(e)) (e* a) 
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Due to our assumptions 
z(e) = max{z[a(e), z + B(e)-< u(e)} 
is a well defined element of MU{+_oo}. Let 
ZI<Z2<'"<Zk 
denote the ordered sequence of all distinct maxima. Using the feasibility procedure 
we find either zv e Z or some S c_ V with zv ¢ Zs. If Zv e Z, then z.-> zv. Otherwise, 
we calculate z(S). If z(S)>zv, then z(S)>_z.>z~, and if z(S)<z~, then 
z.<_z(S)<z~. We may use that information in a binary search approach to locate 
z,  in one of the subintervals or to prove infeasibility of P. In the first case, we adjust 
the lower/upper bounds on the arc a accordingly. Now, all 'parametric'  terms are 
linear in z, i.e., they have the form 7z + d with y • R, d • M. The feasibility procedure 
uses only additions, subtractions and comparisons of the original data when con- 
structing a feasible flow. Additions and subtractions of linear 'parametric'  data lead 
to linear 'parametric' data. Therefore, we run the procedure until a comparison oc- 
curs which is ambiguous in the current subinterval [_z, ~]. In order to show how such 
an ambiguity is removed, we assume w.l.o.g, that we compare yz + d and y'z + d'  
with 
z~= max{z I yz+d<-y'z+d'} e(Z_,~.). 
At this point, we start a separate feasibility test for fixed parameter ~. Again, if 
£e  Z, then z.>_ 5 and we adjust the current lower bound _z:= £. Otherwise, we find 
some S ~ V with 5¢ Zs. If z(S) > ~, then _z := ~ and ~ := min(~, z(S)). If z(S) < 5, then 
:= min(z(S), ~) and _z is not changed. On the smaller subinterval, the above 'para- 
metric' data can be compared. Therefore, we may restart he feasibility procedure 
with respect o parametric data. 
In the worst case each comparison adds a call of the feasibility procedure. There- 
fore, the whole method is still of genuine polynomial complexity. In particular, for 
rational or real balanced flows that approach gives an O( I VI6)-method provided 
that IEI--O(I VI2). 
The case of integral flows is only covered in part as already mentioned in Section 
2. 7/is a module over 7/ but not over Q. Therefore, our methods apply for 7/over 
7/but not for 2~ over Q. If we try to construct an integral balanced flow for rational 
proportionality factors ct(e), eeE,  the method will fail, in general. In fact, the 
strong duality theorem is invalid in that case. 
As a counterexample, we consider the network in Fig. 1 with 3 vertices and 4 arcs. 
Let a=4. Then 0<z.  If we consider ational flows, then z .= 1 for x[=(½ ½ 1 1). 
For the dual problem only the sets {1} and { I, 2} entered by arc 4 are interesting: 
z({ l} )=max{ze©lz< ~z+ ~z, 0<z},  
z({1,2})=max{z e Q I z < 1,0-<Z}. 
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0-<x I -< ½Z 
O<x2<_~z 
O<_z<_x 4 
Fig. I. Counterexample to strong duality. 
Therefore, :~ = l = z , .  I f  we consider integral flows, then x = 0 is the unique balanced 
solution. Therefore z ,=0.  Again z({ 1,2})= I. Now ZII } changes, i.e. 
z({ 1}) =max{zeZlz_< L~zd + L zJ, 0-<z} 
where [a J  = max{z e 7/[ z-< a } for a e ©. Again, 
= min(z({ 1 }), z({ 1, 2})) = 1. 
Therefore, z .=0< 1 =~. We observe that ZII } =2Z+ is not convex, which is the on- 
ly reason for the invalidity of the strong duality theorem. 
However, an easy modification of the dual method will solve the maximum in- 
tegral balanced flow problem in a finite number of iterations. The modification only 
consists in replacing the bound z(S)= sup Ts by the new bound 
z'(S) := sup{ze Ts IZ<~. } 
where ~. denotes the current upper bound. Unfortunately, no polynomial method is 
known for the calculation of z'(S) if T s is not convex. 
In general, no polynomial method is known for solving the maximum balanced 
integral flow problem and we conjecture that the problem is NP-hard. 
4. Balanced submodular f lows 
Submodular flows generalize network flows as well as polymatroid intersections. 
Edmonds and Giles [2] originally discuss real-valued functions on the arcs of di- 
graphs subject to set constraints. Many equivalent combinatorial problems are 
known (cf. Schrijver [11]). Group- and module-valued functions are considered in 
Zimmermann [13,14]. Balanced submodular flows are submodular flows where 
some additional constraints depending on a fixed flow value are added in a similar 
way as in the definition of balanced flows. 
We will use the denotation introduced in Section 3. For the definition of sub- 
modular flows, we additionally consider a family .~ of subsets of the vertices of the 
underlying digraph G. W.l.o.g. we assume that .~ is a lattice of sets. The usual 
assumption, i.e., that .'7 is a crossing family, unnecessarily complicates the discus- 
sion. It is well known that submodular flows described with respect o a crossing 
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family can also be described with respect to a corresponding lattice of sets (cf. 
Lov~isz 181, Frank [31, and Fujishige [5]). 
R- or M-valued functions h defined on .7 will be called submodular, if 
h(S)+h(T)>_h(SUT)+h(SNT)  for allS, Te J .  
Let h : J - - .  M be a submodular function. Then a vector x e M e satisfying 1_< x <__ u 
and 
Ox(S) < h (S) (S e .¢) 
is called a (module-valued) submodular flow. For h---0 and J=2 v submodular 
flows reduce to network flows as discussed in Section 3. 
The existence of submodular flows is characterized in similar terms as that of net- 
work flows (cf. Frank [3] and Zimmermann [13]), i.e., a submodular flow exists iff 
I (d(S))-u(6tS))<_h(S) (Se.Y) .  (4.1) 
Further, polynomial augmenting path methods constructing either a submodular 
flow or a set Se:~- with 1(8('~))-u(8(S))>h(S) are well known (cf. Frank [3] and 
Zimmermann [14]). Such complexity bounds are given modulo the complexity 
bound for minimizing submodular functions. For rational- and integer-valued sub- 
modular functions a polynomial bound is derived in Lovfisz, Gr6tschel and Schrijver 
[6,7]. That bound is a consequence of polynomial bounds for linear programming. 
Therefore, even in the case of rational or integer values a genuinely polynomial 
bound is unknown, by now. An algorithm with (genuinely) polynomial complexity 
for minimizing submodular functions will imply (genuinely) polynomial bounds for 
the augmenting path methods. 
Let ~:S - ,R+ and ~u: .~---,M denote two further submodular functions and let 
a e E denote a fixed arc of the digraph G. Then a submodular flow is called balanced 
if it satisfies 
x(e) <_ a(e). x(a) + B(e) (e :/: a), 
(4.2) 
Ox(S)<_,l,(S).x(a)+ ~(S) (Se.¢) .  
Applicability of the Dual Method 2.6 can be shown quite along the same lines as 
for the maximum balanced flow problem. Therefore, we only give a short outline 
of the discussion. For zeM with I(a)<_z<_u(a) the set P[zl consists in all sub- 
modular flows satisfying 
I(e, z) <_x(e) <_ u(e, z) 
Ox(S) < h(S, z) 
where 
(ee E) 
(S e J )  
h(S, z) := min(h(S), ~(S) .  z + ~/'(S)). 
Let F denote the set of all balanced submodular flows. Then Lemma 3.1 holds 
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verbatim. Lemma 3.2 can be proved, too, when we adjust the definition of Ps[z], 
Ps, Zs, Ts and P accordingly. In its proof, the function g:M--,M is now defined 
by 
g(z) := l(di(,~, Z)) - u(di(S, Z)) - h(S, z). 
Therefore g is still a piecewise linear function with all properties needed. 
The more detailed discussion of the dual method for maximum balanced flows 
applies to balanced submodular flows with some minor changes. In particular, the 
feasibility procedure for submodular flows is of genuine polynomial complexity 
only modulo the complexity O(q) of minimizing a submodular function. Therefore, 
each iteration of the dual method is of genuine complexity modulo O(q). The 
number of iterations is bounded by the size of .~. 
A similar 'parametric' approach as for the balanced flow problem, leads to a 
variant of the dual method with genuine polynomial complexity modulo the com- 
plexity of minimizing submodular functions. Here, it is not possible to simplify the 
data in an initial step, since the size of .7 may be too large (exponential). Therefore, 
in the 'parametric' version of the feasibility procedure we have to handle 'para- 
metric' data of the form min(c, yz + d) in additions, subtractions and comparisons 
on the current subinterval [z, ~]. We may have to pause not only for ambiguous com- 
parisons as in the case of balanced flows but also for ambiguous additions/subtrac- 
tions. In the worst case, we need two (three) intermediate calls to the nonparametric 
feasibility method when adding/subtracting (comparing) 'parametric' data. There- 
fore, the complexity of the variant is the square of the complexity of the augmenting 
path method used for the feasibility tests. 
5. Concluding remarks 
The Dual Method 2.6 developed in Section 2 leads to efficient methods for solving 
maximum balanced (submodular) flow problems, at least in a strict theoretical 
sense. As in applications of balanced flows (cf. Minoux [10]), applications of 
balanced submodular flows are mainly motivated by reliability or security requests 
on the particular combinatorial object considered. Submodular flows cover a broad 
class of interesting applications, e.g. trees, directed trees (branchings), schedules for 
uniform processors, and network flows, for which genuinely polynomial feasibility 
procedures have been implemented in fast codes. Therefore, we believe that im- 
plementations of the accordingly specialized ual method will result in fast codes, 
too. By now, that speculation is supported only by some limited computational ex- 
perience with balanced network flow problems where the number of iterations turn- 
ed out to be quite small. 
For the maximum balanced integral (submodular) flow problem a straightforward 
modification of the dual method is still finite but no method of polynomial com- 
376 U. Zimrnerrnann 
plexity is known. Here, we conjecture that the maximum balanced integral network 
flow problem with rational proportionality factors is NP-hard. 
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